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Gold Automotive  Portfolio

GOLD GEC PLUS 20W50 is formulated with high quality paraffinic base stocks, 
detergents, dispersants, oxidation and corrosion inhibitors, antiwear and antifoam 
additive. 

Motor Cycle Oil

GOLD SUPER 4T PLUS 20W40 

GOLD SUPER 4T PLUS 10W30 

Gold Super 4T Plus is a superior quality engine oil specially developed for all 4-Stroke 
Two Wheelers. Highly refined base stock and proven performance additives are used 
to formulate this oil which ensures excellent protection for engine, gear box and wet 
clutch performance. 

SM

SM

14 - 16

GL-5

NLGI 000, 
00, 0, 2 & 3

NLGI 3

DOT 4

Diesel Engine Oil

17 - 19GOLD GEC PLUS 20W50 

Gold Alfa Turbo 15W40 CI-4 Plus is an Extra High Performance Diesel Engine oil 
specially developed for heavy duty vehicles with enhanced wear protection, 
corrosion protection. It offers excellent soot handling capability, superior TBN 
retention, Improved fuel economy  & extended oil drain interval.

14 - 16GOLD ALFA TURBO 15W40 

GOLD MAGIC PLUS 15W40 

Gold Magic Plus15W40 CI-4 Plus is an Extra High Performance Diesel Engine oil 
specially developed for heavy duty vehicles with enhanced wear protection, 
corrosion protection. It offers excellent soot handling capability, superior TBN 
retention, improved fuel economy  & extended oil drain interval.

14 - 16

14 - 16GOLD GEC PLUS 20W-40 
It is formulated with high quality paraffinic base stocks, detergents, dispersants, 
oxidation and corrosion inhibitors, antiwear and antifoam additive.

Passenger Car Motor Oil

GOLD GEC  20W50 
GEC 20W50 is a superior quality engine oil designed for diesel and gasoline engines. 
Highly refined base stock and proven performance additives are used to formulate this 
oil which ensures excellent deposit control, oxidation resistance, wear and rust control.

17 - 19

17 - 19GOLD CNG 20W-50

Gold CNG Oil is a specially designed gas engine oils intended for use in vehicles running 
on Compressed Natural Gas (CNG), Liquefied Petroleum Gas (LPG). Highly refined base 
stock and proven performance additives are used to formulate this oil which ensures 
excellent oxidation & nitration resistance and protection against engine wear. 

Automatic Transmission Fluid 

Gold ATF Type A is an high quality automatic transmission fluid for imported and 
Indian cars.  It is developed for the automatic transmissions and power steering 
systems of vehicles specifying use of General Motors TYPE A SUFFIX A quality fluids. 
Highly refined base stock and proven performance additives are used to formulate this 
oil which ensures excellent friction durability performance, superior oxidation stability 
leading to longer fluid life and improved wear protection and corrosion protection.

6 - 8GOLD ATF TYPE-A

It is a high performance Gear Lubricant formulated to provide excellent lubrication for 
wide range of automotive transmissions and axle drives. It is recommended for 
manual transmissions of Heavy duty Trucks and Buses, LCVs and Passenger Cars and 
also recommended for Off highway equipment used in construction, mining and 
agriculture.

Autommotive Gear Oils

GOLD GEAR EP90 

GOLD GEAR EP140 

Autommotive Gear Oils

GOLD AUTO GEAR 80W90 

GOLD AUTO GEAR oils are high quality extreme pressure type gear and transmission oil 
suitable for use in cars, trucks, buses, construction plant and industrial applications. It 
meets the requirements of API gear oil classification GL -5 and US Military MIL-L-2105. 
They are formulated from the highest quality paraffinic base oils and incorporate 
sulfur-phosphorus type extreme pressure and other agents that provide excellent 
protection against foaming, rust and corrosion.

Pump Set Oil

GOLD PSO

GOLD PSO is blended from highly refined base stocks and a combination of anti-
oxidant, anti-wear and anti-foam additives to meet the lubrication requirement of 
agriculture pump sets. This oil is recommended for agricultural pump sets, threshers, 
sugarcane harvesters / crushers etc. The resulting oils meet or exceed the requirements 
of API Service Classification CC and SE and U.S. Military specification MIL-L-2104B. It also 
meets the B.I.S specification, IS 13656, EDL-1.

Front Fork Oil

It is very stable mineral based suspension lubricant, it minimize foam to ensure 
excellent suspension dampening capabilities. GOLD FRONT FORK OIL reduces risk of 
corrosion & oxidation. GOLD FRONT FORK OIL preserving oil-seal & provide smooth 
fork operation.

GOLD FRONT FORK OIL is specially developed for use in hydraulic front forks of 
motorcycles.

13.5 - 15

GOLD FRONT FORK OIL

GOLD MOLY GREASE

GOLD GREASE is a premium quality Light color Lithium soap fortified with other 
performance extreme pressure additives base grease having excellent mechanical 
and thermal stability made with MVI oils. 

65 - 70

GOLD MP GREASE

GOLD EP GREASE

Grease

GOLD MOLY GREASE is multipurpose grease, fortified with solid lubricant and 
developed for both Automotive and Industrial applications. It is based on an optimized 
balance of mineral base oil, lithium thickener technology and a specially selected 
additive system incorporating EP/anti-wear chemistry, antioxidants and corrosion 
inhibitors. The inclusion of molybdenum disulphide enhances load carrying 
performance whilst reducing friction, especially in those components where 
reciprocating or sliding motion is prevalent.

Gold Brake Fluid Dot 4 has been formulated from mixed polyalkylene glycol ethers and 
high performance additives and inhibitors which give ultimate system protection 
against the effects of corrosion and high temperature vapor lock. Gold Brake Fluid Dot 4 
is a high boiling synthetic brake fluid which far exceeds the requirements of  Type -ll 
(DOT 4) or IS: 8654-2001 specifications.

Coolent

Gold Him Cool is high quality corrosion inhibited ethylene glycol liquid for use in 
internal combustion engine cooling systems. it meets the requirements of Mercedes 
Benz 325.0 and British Standard Specification for Corrosion inhibiting Engine Coolant 
Concentrate (Antifreeze) IS 5759 : 1994. Gold Him Cool is recommended application for 
mixed fleets where both light duty heavy duty trucks or present. its environments 
where freeze protection and a low acute toxicity base fluid are needed. 

GOLD HIM COOL

Brake Fluid
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GOLD BRAKE OIL 

10 - 12

CF4

CF4

CF/SF

CI4 Plus

CI4 Plus

GL4

GL4

16 - 18

27 - 30

Viscosity @
0100 c

14 - 16
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